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MEETINGS & EVENTS   

A unique seafront setting for an unforgettable experience. 

 

As the closest beachfront resort to Dubai’s financial and business districts, Mandarin Oriental 

Jumeira, Dubai offers impeccable service, and exceptional meeting and event facilities.   

  

The light-filled venues have been carefully designed with a stylish, contemporary décor to 

evoke comfort and luxury. The resort features a 700 sqm glass-walled ballroom in addition to 

a 550 sqm beachfront terrace, four elegantly appointed meeting rooms that can be divided into 

seven separate spaces, a private Bridal Suite and MO Canvas, a raw space for brands to foster 

experiential concepts.  

  

Mandarin Ballroom  

With views overlooking the Arabian Gulf, the 700 sqm Mandarin Ballroom offers a unique 

seafront setting for an unforgettable experience. Available in its entirety or divided into three 

smaller spaces, its high ceiling and huge windows allow the room to be flooded with natural 

light, creating the perfect space for social events, large meetings and weddings. Offering 

dedicated valet parking and a private elevator to the Bridal Suite, the ballroom opens onto a 

550 sqm outdoor terrace and garden just steps from beach. Equipped with the latest modern 

technology and designed in a chic, contemporary style, the Mandarin Ballroom is one of 

Dubai’s most exciting large-scale venues.  

  

Bergamot  

The 96 sqm Bergamot boardroom offers both abundance and privacy. Enjoying a contemporary 

design and natural light from floor-to-ceiling windows, the space also enjoys the benefit of a 

private outside area.  
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Citronella/Neroli/Tangerine  

With a stylish, contemporary décor, these three spaces are ideal for private dinners, cocktail 

parties and meetings. Each room is 92 sqm in size and enjoys floor-to-ceiling windows.  

  

MO Canvas  

Right in the heart of Jumeirah and minutes away from Dubai’s most prominent districts, MO 

Canvas offers a raw space for brands to foster experiential concepts. Choosing MO Canvas 

gives brands complete artistic license to break out of their shells and create a memorable event 

in an impressive 400 sqm of urban multipurpose space. With its high ceilings, industrial 

finishing and floor-to-ceiling windows, this unique venue can be easily adapted for a multitude 

of eye-catching functions. Perfect for product launches, fashion shows, pop-ups, photo shoots, 

art exhibitions, workshops and conferences, this bold venue enables brands to put their own 

stamp on the space.  

  

Catering  

Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai offers distinctive menus and gourmet cuisine. Overseen by 

Executive Chef, Leonardo Concezzi, every dining experience is designed to be a special 

occasion. With a wealth of expertise and imaginative ideas, Mandarin Oriental’s experienced 

team can plan a tailor-made menu for each event, from canapés to multiple-course menus and 

buffets.  

  

Weddings  

Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai offers one of the most beautiful and memorable settings in 

the UAE. Enjoying a unique beachfront location with the glittering city skyline as backdrop, 

the resort’s stunning venues, world-class service and excellent catering helps to make any 

wedding truly unforgettable. In addition, Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai proposes a Bridal 

Suite available for private Bridal parties.  
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For further information, please contact: 

Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai 

Ashraf Amaani (aamaani@mohg.com) 

Director of Marketing Communications 

Tel: +971 4 777 2222 

 

Nancy Kingham (nkingham@mohg.com) 

PR & Communications Manager 

Tel: +971 4 777 2222 
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